Phage therapy has been viewed as a potential treatment for bacterial infections for over a century. Yet, the year 2016 marks the first phase I/II human trial of a phage therapeutic -to treat burn wound patients in Europe. The slow progress in realizing clinical therapeutics is matched by a similar dearth in principled understanding of phage therapy. Theoretical models and in vitro experiments find that combining phage and bacteria often leads to coexistence of both phage and bacteria or phage elimination altogether. Both outcomes stand in contrast to the stated goals of phage therapy. A potential resolution to the gap between models, experiments, and therapeutic use of phage is the hypothesis that the combined effect of phage and an immune system can synergistically eliminate bacterial pathogens. Here, we propose a phage therapy model that considers the nonlinear dynamics arising from interactions between bacteria, phage and the immune system. The model builds upon earlier efforts by incorporating a maximum capacity of the immune response and immune evasion by bacteria at high density. We analytically identify a synergistic regime in which phage and the immune response jointly contribute to the elimination of the target bacteria. Crucially, we find that in this synergistic regime, neither phage alone nor the immune system alone can eliminate the bacteria. We confirm these findings using numerical simulations in biologically plausible scenarios. We utilize our numerical simulations to explore the synergistic effect and its significance for guiding the use of phage therapy in clinically relevant applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Phage therapy denotes the use of bacteriophage, or viruses that exclusively infect bacteria, as therapeutic agents to treat pathogenic bacteria infections. Phage therapy was applied in the 1920s and 1930s before the widespread use of antibiotics [1] . Early applications of phage therapy were plagued by a number of problems, caused in part by poor understanding of phage biology [2] . These issues range from the lack of proper testing of the host range of phage to inappropriate preparation methods of phage stocks that inactivate the phage. In addition, interest in phage therapy declined after the discovery and mass production of antibiotics. However, the rise of pervasive antibiotic resistance has led to a renewal of interest in using phage to treat bacterial infections [3] .
The first international, single-blind clinical trial of phage therapy, Phagoburn, was launched in 2015 [4] . The trial is designed to target 220 burn patients whose wounds are infected by Escherichia coli or Pseudomonas aeruginosa [5, 6] . Other clinical trials are currently underway, including a phase I clinical trial by AmpliPhi Biosciences for treating infections of Staphylococcus aureus [6] and trials targeting respiratory tract infections such as pneumonia [6, 7] . Phage-based therapeutics have also been used for in vitro biocontrol of pathogenic or nuisance bacteria [8, 9] , for example, in the reduction of populations of pathogens in produce [10] , ready-to-eat foods [11] and meat [12] . * E-mail: cyleung2001@gatech.edu † E-mail: jsweitz@gatech.edu
Phage therapy has a number of potential advantages over conventional drug therapy [13] . Phage can replicate inside bacterial cells and increase in number at the site of infection [2] . This self-amplification is in contrast to the fixed dose in conventional drug therapy [2, 14, 15] . A consequence of the self-amplification is that sufficiently high bacteria density is required for the proliferation of phage and the subsequent active control of bacteria [14, 16, 17] . Phage are also more specific than broad spectrum antibiotics. This specificity reduces negative impacts on the normal flora of the human host [18] . Some phage also have the ability to break down and clear biofilms which are resistant to antibiotics and recalcitrant to the host immune response [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Finally, innovations in genetic engineering provide a means to prototype and deploy combinations of phage targeted to individual infections [24, 25] .
Despite reinvigorated interest in phage therapy, there remain many questions with respect to how, when, why, and even if phage therapy works. The elimination of a bacteria population by phage is not inevitable, even if phage can eliminate a targeted bacterial population given suitably chosen strains and initial conditions. Indeed, invitro experiments [26] [27] [28] [29] and ecological models [30] of phage-bacteria systems predict broad regimes of coexistence among phage and bacteria populations. In many instances, co-coculturing of phage and bacteria together leads to the emergence of resistant host strains and the death of the phage population [29] . Such outcomes are not desirable from a therapeutic perspective.
The host immune response is also a key component of dynamics taking place in a bacterial infection. Experimental studies have revealed that host immune response influences the efficacy of phage in clearing pathogenic bacteria in vivo [31] [32] [33] . Phage therapy was shown to be effective in treating bacterial infections in a normal mouse model but not in a neutropenic mouse model, suggesting a possible synergistic effect between phage and the immune response [31] . In addition, phage administration was demonstrated to increase immune activation in infected hosts, which may contribute to control of the bacterial infection [32] . However, a high level of induced inflammation from excessive phage dosage may be detrimental to immunocompromised hosts [33] .
These results highlight the need to understand the role of the immune response in concert with phage therapy. Previous studies have focused on the combined, nonlinear interactions of bacteria, phage, and the immune system [34, 35] . In such a combined system, phage-bacteria interactions are presumed to operate concurrently with that of the immune response. The immune response eliminates bacteria and the intensity of the immune response is stimulated by the presence of bacteria. Standard models of bacteria-phage-immune system share a few simplifying assumptions [34, 35] . First, they assume that the immune system can grow in strength without bounds. Second, they assume that bacteria cannot evade the immune response. As a result, these models presuppose that bacteria will be eliminated by the immune system when acting alone given sufficient time post-infection. In this framework, the added benefit of phage is to accelerate the time at which the bacteria are eliminated.
Here, we extend earlier models to explore a clinically relevant regime in which bacteria elimination by the immune system is not inevitable, neither in the short-nor long-term. The dynamic model of phage therapy we propose includes two important biological features not previously explored [35] . First, we assume that the magnitude of the immune response is finite [36] [37] [38] . Second, we assume that bacterial pathogens utilize density-dependent mechanisms such as biofilm formation to evade the immune response [39] [40] [41] [42] . We demonstrate that the inclusion of these two biological mechanisms are sufficient to give rise to a robust mechanism of effective phage therapy: synergistic elimination of a bacterial pathogen. This synergistic elimination is possible even when neither the immune response nor the phage can eliminate the bacterial pathogen, when acting alone. We discuss ways in which this synergistic mechanism can be leveraged in clinical settings.
II. RESULTS

A. A model of bacteria-phage-immune system
We propose a phage therapy model including interactions among bacteria, phage, and the immune system (see Fig. 1 ). In this model, the bacteria population reproduces and can be infected and lysed by phage. Phage particles can decay when outside of cells. The presence of bacteria activates the immune response which in turn kills the bacteria. This phage therapy model leverages core components proposed in Ref. [35] . In so doing, we include two additional features. First, we include a saturating immune response. The upper bound on the capacity of the immune response is set by a number of factors including the finite number of immune cells that can be supported [36] and limited efficiencies of the immune cells in clearing bacteria [37, 38] . In Fig. 1 this is represented as an inhibition of the immune activation when the immune response is high. Second, we include densitydependent immune evasion of bacteria. Many pathogenic strains of bacteria utilize population density-dependent strategies such as biofilm formation and production of virulence factors to evade the immune response [39] [40] [41] [42] . The immune evasion results in suppression of the immune killing action at high bacteria density.
The interactions shown in Fig. 1 are modeled by the following set of differential equations that govern the temporal evolution of bacteria (B), phage (P ), and the immune response (I):
In this model, the maximal bacterial growth rate is r and the carrying capacity is K C . Phage attach to and infect bacteria at an adsorption rate of φ, and release new viral particles with a burst size of β. The phage particles decay or get washed out at a rate of ω. We assume that killing of bacteria by the immune response follows a saturating mass action form with a maximum rate parameter . To model immune evasion by bacteria at high density, the immune killing rate is scaled by the denomi-nator (1+B/K D ). This saturation results in less efficient immune killing at high bacteria density with K D being the bacteria density at which the host immune response is half as effective. The immune response is activated by the presence of bacteria with a maximum growth rate of α and saturates at a maximum capacity of K I . Finally, K N is the bacteria population density at which the immune response growth rate is half its maximum.
B. Fixed points of the system and possible infection outcomes
We analyze the fixed points of the system to understand possible outcomes of infection. The fixed points of the system can be categorized into three different classes ( Table I ). The first class has no bacteria but has a finite immune response, corresponding to a state in which the immune response has eliminated the bacteria. There is also no phage population as phage require bacteria to replicate and survive. In this class, the immune response can take on any value less than the maximum, K I .
The second class of phage-free fixed points contain a nonzero population of bacteria. Here the immune response is insufficient to eliminate the bacteria even when it reaches its maximum level, I * = K I . The equilibrium bacteria density for this class of fixed points depends on the relative magnitude of the bacteria logistic growth rate G(B) ≡ r(1 − B/K C ) and the bacteria death rate caused by the maximum immune response D(B) ≡ 
where
When the bacteria concentration is above B U I , the system will reach the stable fixed point {B * = B S I , P * = 0, I * = K I } such that the bacteria population persists. This fixed point is reached when there is no phage and the immune response alone is insufficient in wiping out the bacteria. On the other hand, when the bacteria density is below B U I , the immune killing rate is greater than the bacteria growth rate so the immune response can eventually eliminate the bacteria and drive the system to a bacteria-free class I fixed point. Therefore B U I gives the threshold of bacteria density below which the maximum immune response can eliminate the bacteria.
The third class of fixed points exhibits coexistence of bacteria, phage and immune response. In this case, the phage persist by infecting and lysing the bacteria population, but the combined effect of phage predation and immune response is insufficient in bringing the bacteria population to zero. By Eqs. (1) and (2) the equilibrium bacteria and phage densities are given respectively by [30] 
The equilibrium level of bacteria in the coexistence state depends on the phage parameters. The equilibrium level is identical to the equilibrium density B P when controlled by phage alone. For the coexistence fixed point to be feasible, the phage population density must be positive. A positive phage population occurs when the bacteria growth rate exceeds that of the immune killing rate given B = B P . This condition is satisfied when B U I < B P < B S I . In summary, the bacteria can only be eliminated if the system reaches a class I bacteria-free fixed point. In a class II fixed point, the bacteria persists in the absence of phage. This can happen either when no phage is administered or when the phage administered cannot sustain its population and is eliminated. Finally, the combined killing action of phage and immune response is insufficient in eradicating the bacteria in a class III fixed point. Here we demonstrate that a synergistic effect can be realized in this phage therapy model. In Fig. 3 , we compare the dynamics of bacteria, phage, and the immune response in three different cases. In the first case ( Fig.  3(a) ), the bacteria solely interact with phage. The bacteria and phage populations exhibit predator-prey oscillations. The oscillations are predicted to damp slowly so that populations reach an equilibrium point (see Eqs. 5 -6 with = 0) [30] . In this case, the phage alone are unable to eliminate the bacteria. In the second case ( Fig.  3(b) ), the bacteria interact with the immune response in the absence of phage. Initially, there is rapid reproduction of the bacteria and the immune response grows as it is stimulated by the presence of bacteria. However, by the time it reaches its maximum value K I , the bacteria has already reached a population that is sufficient to evade the maximum immune response K I . The bacteria persist as the system reaches a class II fixed point. In this case immune response alone is insufficient in eliminating the bacteria. Finally, in Fig. 3(c) bacteria, phage and immune response are combined. In this case, predatorprey oscillations are observed initially, but as the immune response grows, the phage drive the system to a bacteriafree class I fixed point where the bacteria is eventually eliminated. The phage and immune response thus works in synergy to eliminate the bacteria. This synergistic effect is caused by a reduction of the bacteria population by phage below a level of B U I . At this level the bacteria are controlled by the immune response. With the elimination of the bacterial population, the phage are also eliminated.
D. Sufficient conditions for bacteria elimination through phage-immune synergy
Next, we simplify the system by applying a quasistatic approximation with the immune response treated as a constant. This simplification is justified given that bacteria and phage population are expected to change more rapidly than the immune response. We apply this approximation in the case when the immune response has reached its maximum K I . This correspond to a scenario in which the immune response has not controlled a bacterial pathogen. Then phage are added as an additional therapeutic. In this event, the model equations in Eqs.
(1) -(3) reduce tȯ
In this approximation, we identify the synergistic effect to mean that phage drive the system from the class II fixed point {B * = B S I , P * = 0, I * = K I } to the class I fixed point {B * = 0, P * = 0, I * = K I }. This transition corresponds to the scenario in which phage drive a system from one uncontrolled by the immune response to one in which both bacteria and phage are eliminated. This synergistic effect depends on the relative strength of phage and immune control of bacteria. The phage-controlled bacteria density is denoted as B P . The bacterial density is B S I when the immune response alone cannot eliminate the bacteria. Synergistic elimination occurs when the phage drive the bacteria population from B S I to a value below B U I where the maximum immune response alone can eliminate the bacteria. This is guaranteed to happen if B P is below B U I , i.e.
We term this the sufficient condition for the synergistic elimination of bacteria. system with an initial bacteria density B 0 = B S I and administered phage with the adsorption rate φ chosen such that B P is just below B U I . In the absence of immune response (I = 0), the bacteria and phage populations would converge to the fixed point {B
)} such that part of the trajectory corresponds to states with a bacteria level below B U I . For the set of parameters we consider, B U I ≈ 6.0 × 10 7 ml −1 and the sufficient condition is given by φ 1.7×10 −10 ml h −1 . As a result, the bacteria are eliminated given the maximum immune response I = K I .
It is also important to consider the failure of the synergistic effect. In particular, when B U I < B P < B S I , the coexistence steady state given by Eqs. (5) and (6) is feasible. In this event the phage drive the bacteria to the level B P . The immune response effectively lowers the phage population at equilibrium (Figs. 4(c) and (d) ) and there is no synergistic effect between phage and immune response. Finally, when B P > B S I the immune response would bring the bacteria density down to B S I which is insufficient to support the phage population. The phage decay at a faster rate than its replication and eventually die out while the bacteria infection persists.
E. Generalized conditions for bacteria elimination through phage-immune synergy
Here, we consider conditions in which the immune response alone cannot eliminate the bacteria. We initialize the system in a Class II fixed point. We then consider the effect of adding phage. In Fig. 5 we show simulation results for the steady state bacteria and phage density as functions of the phage decay rate ω and adsorption rate φ. When the phage decay at a slow rate and infects at a high rate which corresponds to a low B P , it acts synergistically with the immune response to eliminate the bacteria. The thresholds B P = B near a fixed point can be analyzed by considering its Jacobian matrix evaluated at the fixed point [43] .
In Appendix A we show that the condition for stability is:
In Fig. 6 we compare the time series of bacteria and phage densities at the three sample points A, B and C from from a coexistence state to bacteria extinction in Figure  5 . For case C, B P > B S I and the coexistence state is unfeasible as it has negative phage density. In this case the phage is unable to sustain its population through replication, leading to premature phage extinction.
We summarize the results of the analysis in Table II . When B P < B U I the phage drive the bacteria population below a level that can be controlled by the immune response which leads to bacteria elimination by phageimmune synergy. When B U I < B P < B S I , the phage can coexist with the bacteria in the presence of immune response, but when B P < B M I the coexistence is unstable and the oscillations can still drive the bacteria to extinction. Finally, when B P > B S I the phage become extinct rapidly as the bacteria persist at a level which cannot support phage growth. We conclude that the synergistic effect is enhanced when taking into account the stability of the coupled, nonlinear dynamical system. In Appendix B we show that the general results of the analysis and the enhanced synergy domain are robust to model formulations. We do so by extending the model to include an explicitly infected class of bacteria. In this scenario,
Condition
Effect of adding phage Example B P < B U I Phage-immune synergy (strict) Fig. 4(a we still find the same qualitative results as in the model where infection is modeled implicitly (see Fig. 8 ).
III. DISCUSSION
The science of phage therapy remains in its infancy despite renewed interest in translational and clinical applications. In particular, the interactions between bacteria, phage and the host immune response has yet to be fully characterized. Building on existing model of phagebacteria-immune system [35] , we developed a model of phage therapy that takes into account the finite capacity of the immune response and immune evasion of bacteria at high population densities. From our model, we identified a potential mechanism of phage therapy that relies on a synergistic effect between phage and the host immune response instead of through direct elimination of bacteria by phage. Our results are qualitatively consistent with the experimental observation that phage treatment is effective in protecting normal mice from bacterial infection but ineffective for neutropenic mice with a suppressed immune response [31] .
The synergistic effect of phage therapy can be understood intuitively via the schematic in Fig. 7 . In the initial phase of the infection, a small population of bacteria invade and reproduce within the human host. If the growth of the bacteria population is sufficiently fast compared to the activation of the immune response, the bacteria can reach a population large enough to utilize immune evasion strategies such as biofilm formation such that the immune response cannot eliminate the bacteria. The phage, on the other hand, have the ability to break down the biofilm [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and continue to infect the bacteria. The resulting biofilm disruption and reduced bacteria population expose the bacteria to the action of the immune response which eventually eliminates the harmful bacteria. The phage population is eliminated as its target hosts are eliminated.
We have derived the conditions that predict the outcome of phage therapy in this model. The sufficient conditions for effective therapy depend on the relative strength of the phage and immune control of bacteria. Phage with a sufficiently high effectiveness acts synergistically with the immune response by lowering the bacteria population to a point where the immune response can then eliminate it. Phage with intermediate effectiveness can coexist with the immune response without clearing the bacteria infection. Phage with low effectiveness will become extinct prematurely.
The proposed model enables analytical solutions for the conditions under which the synergistic effect can eliminate the bacteria. These conditions facilitate the identification of general principles of the synergism. However, the simplification also results in certain limitations which will have to be addressed in future developments of the model. For example, our simulation results indicate that the time scale of the immune response is important in determining the outcome of infection and phage administration. The vertebrate immune system is composed of the innate and adaptive immune system. The innate immune response reacts faster than the adaptive system but the latter is more specific and generally more effective. Our model may be generalized to incorporate this added complexity by having an innate immune response I i with a high immune activation rate α and a low capacity K I in addition to an adaptive immune response I a for which the converse is true. The effects of the existence of multiple time scales and immune response strengths on the outcome of phage therapy can then be investigated.
Another complication that may arise in the application of phage therapy is the development of phage resistance in bacteria. Bacteria employs a wide range of strategies to evade phage infection ranging from modification of surface receptors to degradation of exogenous genetic elements by mechanisms such as the CRISPR-Cas system [44] . Phage can also evolve counter-resistance and restore infectivity against resistant strains of bacteria, resulting in coevolution between the phage and bacteria [45] [46] [47] . Experiments have revealed that the coevolutionary dynamics can be categorized into at least two contrasting types: arms race dynamics where the bacteria becomes increasingly resistant while the phage become more infective, and fluctuating selection dynamics where there is no directional change in the bacteria resistance range and phage host range [48, 49] . Development of phage resistance in bacteria also alters the way they interact with the immune system and in many cases will lead to reduced virulence [50, 51] . The effects of the coevolutionary dynamics between bacteria, phage and immune response on the efficacy of phage therapy still remains unclear. Generalizing phage therapy models to include multiple evolved strains of bacteria and phage will be essential.
Finally, it has been recently suggested that phage may be removed or degraded by the immune response of the host. Such removal may affect the clinical outcome of phage therapy [52] . This effect is assumed to be constant in our model and incorporated into the decay rate ω. However, the immune suppression of phage may increase as the bacteria activate the immune response. This can be modeled as a phage decay rate ω(I) that depends on the immune response. In such a case the outcome of phage administration is likely to depend on the relative strength between this direct immune inhibition of phage and the phage-immune synergistic effect.
How can we translate model findings into a therapeutic context? One finding of our model is that phage that are only partially effective in killing bacteria in vitro may still be effective in vivo due to the synergistic effect with the host immune response. Current screening of phage strains for phage therapy relies on in vitro killing [53, 54] . As a consequence, phage strains of therapeutic value may be overlooked. The synergistic effect observed in our model highlights the need to measure the interactions between bacteria, phage and components of the immune system both in vitro and in vivo. Such experiments complement prior studies involving phage and bacteria [27, 45, 55] and between bacteria and immune cells [56] [57] [58] . Information collected from such tripartite experiments would be important in understanding the effects of phage on microbes in the human body.
IV. METHODS
A. Model simulation
We simulate the model in Eqs. (1) - (3) and obtain the time series of the bacteria density, phage density and immune response intensity. The numerical integration is carried out using ode45 in MATLAB. A threshold for the population densities is implemented such that when the bacteria or phage densities fall below a set value p th = 1 ml −1 , it is assumed to be extinct and the population density is set to 0. The steady state bacteria level B S is estimated by running the simulation for a sufficiently long time (T = 10000 h) before averaging over a duration of T av = 1000 h.
B. Parameter estimation
In Table III we show estimated values of the parameters in the model which are used in the simulations unless otherwise specified. The life history traits of the bacteria and phage are obtained from well-established empirical [37, 60, 61] . The decay rate ω of phage is estimated from measured clearance of phage from the blood of mice [52] and is higher than typical decay rates of phage in vitro [60] . The killing rate parameter of the immune response is estimated from in vitro measurements of neutrophils [56] , which destroys pathogens by phagocytosis and is an essential part of the innate immune response. For the maximum growth rate of immune response α and initial immune response I 0 , we use values typical of T cells proliferation [62] . Helper T cells play an important role in activating the immune system and one of its functions is to activate macrophage to increase its killing action and recruit more neutrophils to the infection site. We choose the maximum capacity K I of the immune response such that the maximum bacteria killing rate is close to that measured for neutrophils [37] . Data is not available for the bacteria concentration K D at which immune response is half as effective so we use the reduction of antibiotics effectiveness at high bacteria density as a surrogate with the latter having a significant effect at a bacteria concentration of around 10 8 ml −1 [63] . The bacteria density K N at which immune growth rate is half its maximum is obtained from data of Mycobacterium tuberculosis [64] . Initial bacterial load and phage concentration are set by typical values of bacteria inoculum [37] and phage dose [65] for Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection.
Appendix A: Derivation of the stability condition for the coexistence state
Here we derive the condition for the coexistence state {B * = B P , P * = P BI } to be stable. The type and stability of a fixed point can be characterized by the determinant det(J) and trace tr(J) of the Jacobian matrix J evaluated at the fixed point [43] . In particular, the stability of the system is determined by the signs of det(J) and tr(J).
Rewriting Eqs. (7) and (8) intoḂ = f B (B, P ) anḋ P = f P (B, P ) respectively, the Jacobian matrix of the system is defined as
We compute the Jacobian matrix by calculating the partial derivatives:
The Jacobian matrix of the system can therefore be writ-ten as
At the coexistence state, the first line on the right hand side of Eq. (A2) vanishes as a result of Eq. (6). Together with βφB P − ω = 0, it yields the Jacobian matrix at coexistence
Equation (A7) gives the following determinant and trace:
Since the determinant is always positive, the condition for stability is given by trJ < 0 [43] . By Eq. (A9) this is satisfied when
which is the criterion in Eq. (10).
Appendix B: Bacteria-phage-immune model with an infected bacterial class
In this appendix we show that the general results of our model is robust to variations in model formalism. In our model, the time between adsorption of a phage particle to lysis of the bacterial cell, or the latent period, is assumed to be sufficiently small such that the replication and release of new phage particles can be treated as instantaneous. Here we extend the model to account for the latent period by introducing an infected bacterial class F explicitly in which individuals are lysed at a rate η [30] . The generalized model is given bẏ 
where F is the population density of the bacteria infected by phage, η is the rate at which the infected bacteria lyse, and the rest of the parameters are defined in the original model in Eqs. (1) . The scaling is caused by a reduction of the effective burst size that results from infected bacteria being killed by the immune response before the phage particles are released. As a result, for the phage infection to successfully produce viral progeny, the lysis must be completed before the bacterial cell is killed by the immune response. Assuming the immune response is at its maximum K I , this gives the effective burst size at equilibrium
where the function D(x) ≡ K I 1+x/K D is the per capita killing rate by the maximum immune response when the total (uninfected and infected) bacteria density is x. B * and F * are the equilibrium densities of the uninfected and infected bacteria respectively. Assuming that lysis happens at a sufficiently fast rate compared to the phage infection, the total bacteria density B * + F * at equilibrium can be estimated by the equilibrium bacteria density in the limit η → ∞, i.e. the equilibrium value for the model without an infected class. The value of B * + F * is thus approximated by the value of B P at each threshold from the original model in Eqs. (1) 
where the scaling function S(B) ≡ (1 + D(B)/η). The scaled thresholds are shown in Fig. 8 and give satisfactory approximation of the transitions between regimes of phage-immune synergism, coexistence and phage extinction. The results of the analysis confirm that the same mechanism for the synergistic effect between phage and immune response applies after accounting for a reduced effective burst size. 
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